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1. MSHT20

MSHT20

MSHT20 - New PDF set from MSTW/MMHT/MSHT group for
precision LHC era. arXiv:2012.04684 , very extensive paper.
Significant developments on all three fronts - theoretical,
experimental, methodological.

1 Theoretical - Vast majority of processes included have full NNLO
QCD theory, with NLO EW where relevant.

2 Experimental - Many new datasets, more precise, more channels,
more differential.

3 Methodological - Extended parameterisation to allow fitting
accuracy to < 1% if data allows, better knowledge of central values
(52 PDF parameters) and uncertainties (32 eigenvectors - 64
directions).

Global fit ⇒ 61 different datasets - 10 Structure Function, 6
neutrinos, 2 fixed target DY, 8 HERA, 8 Tevatron, 27 LHC.
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1. MSHT20

MSHT20 New data - Mainly LHC
Significant new data in MSHT20 fit, in addition to final HERA
combination and heavy quark data there is:

Data set Points NLO χ2/Npts NNLO χ2/Npts
DØ W asymmetry 14 0.94 (2.53) 0.86 (14.7)

σtt 17 1.34 (1.39) 0.85 (0.87)
LHCb 7+8 TeV W + Z 67 1.71 (2.35) 1.48 (1.55)
LHCb 8 TeV Z → ee 17 2.29 (2.89) 1.54 (1.78)

CMS 8 TeV W 22 1.05 (1.79) 0.58 (1.30)
CMS 7 TeV W + c 10 0.82 (0.85) 0.86 (0.84)

ATLAS 7 TeV jets R = 0.6 140 1.62 (1.59) 1.59 (1.68)
ATLAS 7 TeV W + Z 61 5.00 (7.62) 1.91 (5.58)

CMS 7 TeV jets R = 0.7 158 1.27 (1.32) 1.11 (1.17)
ATLAS 8 TeV Z pT 104 2.26 (2.31) 1.81 (1.59)

CMS 8 TeV jets R = 0.7 174 1.64 (1.73) 1.50 (1.59)
ATLAS 8 TeV tt̄ → l + j sd 25 1.56 (1.50) 1.02 (1.15)

ATLAS 8 TeV tt̄ → l+ l− sd 5 0.94 (0.82) 0.68 (1.11)
ATLAS 8 TeV high-mass DY 48 1.79 (1.99) 1.18 (1.26)

ATLAS 8 TeV W +W−+ jets 30 1.13 (1.13) 0.60 (0.57)
CMS 8 TeV (dσt̄t/dpT,t dyt )/σt̄t 15 2.19 (2.20) 1.50 (1.48)

ATLAS 8 TeV W +W− 22 3.85 (13.9) 2.61 (5.25)
CMS 2.76 TeV jets 81 1.53 (1.59) 1.27 (1.39)

CMS 8 TeV σt̄t/dyt 9 1.43 (1.02) 1.47 (2.14)
ATLAS 8 TeV double differential Z 59 2.67 (3.26) 1.45 (5.16)

Total, LHC data in MSHT20 1328 1.79 (2.18) 1.33 (1.77)
Total, non-LHC data in MSHT20 3035 1.13 (1.18) 1.10 (1.18)

Total, all data 4363 1.33 (1.48) 1.17 (1.36)

Overall good fit quality achieved, including for individual datasets.
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New data χ2/Npts
MSHT20 fit qualities
(MMHT14 prediction
central fit qualities)

Clear preference for NNLO
in new precision LHC data,
NLO no longer sufficient.

More information in our MSHT20 paper: arXiv:2012.04684, Eur.Phys.J.C 81 (2021) 4, 341



1. MSHT20

MSHT20 vs MMHT14
New data + theoretical developments + extended parameterisation
⇒ many changes in the PDFs + reduced uncertainties.

Broadly consistent between MSHT20 and MMHT14.
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Gluon

Strange
-ness

Changes in high x gluon
Reduced uncertainty
More data here -
Jets, top, ZpT .

Increased Strangeness
Reduced uncertainty
Both due to new
ATLAS 7, 8 TeV
W , Z data.

(Other PDFs in
backup slides.)

More information in our MSHT20 paper: arXiv:2012.04684, Eur.Phys.J.C 81 (2021) 4, 341



2. Overall Strong Coupling Dependence

MSHT20 αS dependence
Default PDFs provided at standard fixed value of αS(M2

Z ) = 0.118.
Can also allow αS to be a free parameter in the fit.
Global fit nature of PDFs ⇒ can provide a precise, accurate
determination of αS .
Individual datasets have different dependences on αS , but robust
determination utilising all datasets.
The best fit values are found to be:

αS,NLO(M2
Z ) = 0.1203 αS,NNLO(M2

Z ) = 0.1174
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NLO NNLO

Nice Quadratic
χ2 profile

X

αS,NNLO(M2
Z ) < αS,NLO(M2

Z )
as NNLO corrections +ve, so
fitting same data⇒ lower αS .

More information in article: TC et al, arXiv:
2106.10289, Eur.Phys.J.C 81 (2021) 8, 744.



3. Individual Dataset Strong Coupling Dependence

MSHT20 dataset αS dependence - Fixed Target/DIS
Perform fits for range 0.108 < αS(M2

Z ) < 0.130 in steps of 0.001,
and examine individual dataset αS dependence via fit quality.

BCDMS, SLAC high x experiments, dominated by non-singlet ⇒
cleaner means of evaluating αS .
HERA is lower x and dominated by αS and gluon so correlation.
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NLO
NNLOBCDMSp prefers

lower αS to slow
fall of structure
function with Q2.

HERA has limited
sensitivity to αS
compared to large
no. of points.

SLACp prefers
lower αS , more
so at NNLO.

SLACd prefers
higher αS , more
so at NLO.
Perhaps evidence of
Q2 dependence of
deuterium corrections

Broadly consistent
with αS pulls seen
in MMHT14 study for
older datasets.



3. Individual Dataset Strong Coupling Dependence

MSHT20 dataset αS dependence - Jets/ZpT

Perform fits for range 0.108 < αS(M2
Z ) < 0.130 in steps of 0.001,

and examine individual dataset αS dependence via fit quality.

Jets, ZpT datasets have direct sensitivity to αS , prefer lower αS .
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NLO
NNLOCMS 7 TeV jets

prefers lower αS ,
better quadratic
profile at NNLO.

ATLAS 7 TeV jets
prefers lower αS .

CMS 8 TeV jets
prefers αS near
best fit. Weak
dependence around
min, perhaps gluon
moderates.

ATLAS 8 TeV ZpT
prefers lower αS ,
allows increased
high x gluon.



3. Individual Dataset Strong Coupling Dependence

MSHT20 dataset αS dependence - Top
Perform fits for range 0.108 < αS(M2

Z ) < 0.130 in steps of 0.001,
and examine individual dataset αS dependence via fit quality.

Top data generally prefer lower αS , but:
1 Total σ poor fit at NLO (+

unrealistic mt ), large NNLO
corrections ⇒ NLO less relevant.

2 mt dependence not included in
differential data, fixed at 173.3 GeV.

Top data will not used to set global bounds on αS(M2
Z ).
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NLO
NNLO σtt̄ gives NNLO:

mt = 172.9GeV,
but at NLO:
mt = 169.9GeV.



3. Individual Dataset Strong Coupling Dependence

MSHT20 dataset αS dependence - W ,Z
Perform fits for range 0.108 < αS(M2

Z ) < 0.130 in steps of 0.001,
and examine individual dataset αS dependence via fit quality.

High precision W ,Z data have indirect sensitivity to αS through
their precision, generally prefer higher αS values (but not always).
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NLO
NNLO

CMS 8 TeV W
prefers slightly
raised αS , likely
through its effects
on q evolution and
xsec normalisation.

ATLAS 8 TeV High
Mass DY prefers
raised αS .

ATLAS 8 TeV Z
prefers raised
αS , particularly for
NLO, but NLO has
poor fit quality.

LHCb 8 TeV W , Z
prefers raised αS
at NLO, but at
NNLO prefers near
best fit αS .



3. Individual Dataset Strong Coupling Dependence

MSHT20 αS bounds
Can use these fits at fixed αS in steps of 0.001 to determine
bounds each dataset places on αS(M2

Z ).
Apply Dynamical Tolerance Method - apply to αS in same way as
to PDF eigenvectors.
Hypothesis testing criteria - determine point at which ∆χ2

i exceeds
that set by 68% CL.

PN(χ2) = (χ2)(N/2−1) exp(−χ2/2)
2N/2Γ(N/2)

χ2
i <

χ2
i ,0
ξ50

ξ68

Sets Tolerance Ti =
√
χ2

i which determines bounds from dataset i .
Tightest bounds around best fit αS then sets overall global fit
uncertainty bounds on αS .
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ξx gives N corresponding to
fractional (x/100) cumulant
of distribution, e.g. ξ68 & Npts .



3. Individual Dataset Strong Coupling Dependence

MSHT20 αS bounds - NNLO

Therefore upper and lower bounds are +0.0012 and -0.0013.

αS,NNLO(M2
Z ) = 0.1174± 0.0013
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Corresponds to:
∆χ2

global = 17.

BCDMSp data
strongest constraint
upwards: ∆αS (M2

Z )
= +0.0012.

CMS 8 TeV W
data gives lower
bound: ∆αS (M2

Z )
= −0.0013.

SLACp data provides
upwards bound of:

∆αS (M2
Z ) = +0.0018.

CMS and ATLAS (dilepton)
tt̄ single diff.
prefer lower αS
but bound not used.

ATLAS 8 TeV Z ,
SLACd, ATLAS
8 TeV High-mass DY
give lower bounds
of ∆αS (M2

Z ) =
−0.0017,−0.0018,
−0.0019

Consistent with World Average
of 0.1179± 0.0009.



3. Individual Dataset Strong Coupling Dependence

MSHT20 αS bounds - NLO

Therefore upper and lower bounds are +0.0013 and -0.0017.

αS,NLO(M2
Z ) = 0.1203± 0.0015
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Corresponds to:
∆χ2

global = 19.

BCDMSp data
strongest constraint
upwards: ∆αS (M2

Z )
= +0.0013.

LHCb 7 and 8 TeV
W , Z data gives
lower bound of:
∆αS (M2

Z )
= −0.0017.

ATLAS 8 TeV ZpT ,
ATLAS 7 TeV jets
provide upper bounds
of ∆αS (M2

Z ) =
+0.0018, 0.0019.

SLACd provides
almost identical
lower bound of
∆αS (M2

Z ) =
of = −0.0017.

σtt̄ gives lower bound
∆αS (M2

Z ) = −0.0014,
dropped as poor fit
with low mt and missing
large NNLO corrections.

CMS 8 TeV tt̄
single diff. data
gives upper bound

of ∆αS (M2
Z ) =

+0.0014, dropped
as fixed mt .

N.B. More variation in preferred values than
at NNLO due to worse fit at NLO.



4. PDF Dependence on Strong Coupling

MSHT20 PDF αS dependence - gluon
Correlations between PDFs and αS .

Gluon anti-correlated with αS(M2
Z ) for x . 0.1 as maintains

product αSg for structure functions.
Gluon therefore correlated with αS(M2

Z ) at high x & 0.1 due to
momentum sum rule.
Larger effect at low Q2 as less evolution distance.
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Changes of PDFs generally within PDF
uncertainties, certainly at larger scales

for ∆αS (M2
Z ) = ±0.001.



4. PDF Dependence on Strong Coupling

MSHT20 PDF αS dependence - quarks
Correlations between PDFs and αS .

High x quarks reduced with increasing αS as increases splitting.
Small x quarks increase with αS as reinforced by gluon splitting.
Strange relatively insensitive to αS , partly due to compensation in
BR B(D → µ) which can change normalisation.
High x strange raised as poorly determined and compensates for
reduction in u, d . Low x strange raised by gluon splitting with αS .
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Changes of PDFs generally within PDF
uncertainties, certainly at larger scales

for ∆αS (M2
Z ) = ±0.001.



5. Cross-section Strong Coupling Dependence

Procedure for combining PDF and αS dependence
Within Hessian approach to PDF uncertainties, correct manner to
determine combined PDF+αS(M2

Z ) uncertainty for any quantity,
including correlations between PDFs and αS is:

1 Take PDFs determined at αS(M2
Z )±∆αS(M2

Z ) and treat as
additional pair of eigenvectors.

2 Determine quantity to obtain ∆σαS .
3 Combine uncertainties in quadrature:

∆σ =
√

(∆σPDF)2 + (∆σ2
αS (M2

Z ))

Works provided central PDFs are best fit PDFs with αS(M2
Z ) free.

Choice of ∆αS(M2
Z ) up to user but recommended to be close to

our 1σ bounds, e.g. ±0.001 for simplicity and near that of world
average.
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Quadrature as whilst
central values correlated
errors uncorrelated.
CT: 1004.4624.



5. Cross-section Strong Coupling Dependence

MSHT20 σ αS dependence - W ,Z
Larger PDF uncertainties at Tevatron than LHC as samples larger x .
Direct αS uncertainty only fraction of % as NLO correction is ∼ 20%.

Indirect αS uncertainty is larger from change in PDFs with αS -
quarks increase below x . 0.1 with increasing αS .
Higher energies sample lower x quarks ⇒ larger αS uncertainties.
Conclusion: αS uncertainty smaller than PDF uncertainty, Total PDF
+ αS uncertainty only ∼ 20% larger than PDF uncertainty.
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N.B. “Direct” αS uncertainty
= direct effect of αS on xsec.
“Indirect” αS uncertainty
= effect of αS on PDFs and
through them onto xsec.



5. Cross-section Strong Coupling Dependence

MSHT20 σ αS dependence - top
At Tevatron main production is qq̄ - O(α2

S) and samples x ∼ 0.2.
Direct αS uncertainty ∼ 2%. Indirect part small as transition region.

At LHC have gg fusion, and samples lower x , gluon fixed point of
evolution is x ∼ 0.1 with increasing αS below this decreasing gluon.
Indirect αS sensitivity cancels across fixed point for 8 TeV, but larger
for 13 TeV - increasing αS increases σtt̄ but reduces gluon so
anti-correlation and reduced net αS uncertainty now ∼ 1.5%.
At 100 TeV more anti-correlation therefore αS uncertainty ∼ 1.2%.
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PDF uncertainties reduce
with energy as sampling
lower x gluon, which is
more constrained.



5. Cross-section Strong Coupling Dependence

MSHT20 σ αS dependence - Higgs
gg fusion is O(α2

S) with large +ve NLO and NNLO contributions ⇒
direct αS uncertainty contribution is 2-3%.

Tevatron, LHC and FCC probe x ≈ 0.06, 0.01− 0.02, 0.001, in all
regions gluon anti-correlated with αS .
Also some correlated contribution from high x poorly constrained g .
Therefore indirect αS sensitivity reduces σ as gluon reduced, more so
at LHC and FCC.
Net conclusion: Total PDF+αS uncertainty is factor of 1.6-1.7x PDF.
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PDF uncertainties reduce
with energy as sampling
lower x gluon, which is
more constrained.



6. Heavy Quark Mass Dependence

MSHT20 αS heavy quark mass link
Correlations between mc and αS(M2

Z ).
mc (GeV) χ2

global χ2
σ̃cc̄ αS (M2

Z )
4363 pts 79 pts

1.2 5134 153 0.1172
1.25 5123 143 0.1172
1.3 5118 137 0.1173
1.35 5117 133 0.1173
1.4 5119 132 0.1174
1.45 5125 132 0.1175
1.5 5136 135 0.1175
1.55 5150 140 0.1176
1.6 5168 144 0.1177

The quality of the fit versus the quark mass mc at NNLO with αS (M2
Z ) left free.

Preferred value of αS(M2
Z ) when fit as free parameter at fixed mc

increases as mc is increased.
Occurs as large charm mass suppresses charm, increased αS speeds
up evolution and compensates for this to therefore still fit the data.
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More information in article: TC et al, arXiv:
2106.10289, Eur.Phys.J.C 81 (2021) 8, 744.



7. PDF set Availability

MSHT20 PDF set availability
All PDFs used and many others relevant for αS(M2

Z ) and mc ,mb
provided on LHAPDF and http://www.hep.ucl.ac.uk/msht/.
This includes sets with reduced Nf in FFNS.

PDF set αS (M2
Z ) central value αS (M2

Z ) range Nf
MSHT20nnlo as largerange 0.118 0.108 - 0.130 5
MSHT20nlo as largerange 0.120 0.108 - 0.130 5

MSHT20nnlo as smallrange nf3 0.118 0.117 - 0.119 3
MSHT20nnlo as smallrange nf4 0.118 0.117 - 0.119 4
MSHT20nlo as smallrange nf3 0.120 0.117 - 0.121 3
MSHT20nlo as smallrange nf4 0.120 0.117 - 0.121 4

PDF set αS (M2
Z ) mc/b range (GeV) Nf

MSHT20nnlo mcrange nf3,4,5 0.118 1.2 - 1.6 3, 4, 5
MSHT20nlo mcrange nf3,4,5 0.118 1.2 - 1.6 3, 4, 5

MSHT20nlo as120 mcrange nf3,4,5 0.120 1.2 - 1.6 3, 4, 5
MSHT20nnlo mbrange nf3,4,5 0.118 4 - 5.5 3, 4, 5
MSHT20nlo mbrange nf3,4,5 0.118 4 - 5.5 3, 4, 5

MSHT20nlo as120 mbrange nf3,4,5 0.120 4 - 5.5 3, 4, 5
PDF set αS (M2

Z ) - Nf
MSHT20nnlo nf3,4 0.118 - 3, 4
MSHT20nlo nf3,4 0.118 - 3, 4

MSHT20nlo as120 nf3,4 0.120 - 3, 4
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30 additional PDF
sets provided -
please use them!

N.B. We have also
provided the ∆χ2

values for all 23
αS variations.

N.B. The values specified here and in the info files for αS (M2
Z ) are 5-flavour scheme values which are then

translated internally in generating the 3 and 4 flavour number scheme sets.

http://lhapdf.hepforge.org/
http://www.hep.ucl.ac.uk/msht/


8. Conclusions

Conclusions
Used MSHT20 PDFs determined for precision LHC era as baseline.
Used PDF sensitivity to αS and global fit nature to extract
αS(M2

Z ) best fit value and dynamical tolerance procedure to
determine uncertainty à la PDF uncertainty.
Obtained:

αS,NLO/NNLO(M2
Z ) = 0.1203± 0.0015 / 0.1174± 0.0013

Examined PDF-αS correlations. Determined Total PDF+αS
uncertainties at Tevatron, 8 TeV/13 TeV LHC and 100 TeV FCC.
Saw anti-correlation of direct αS effect on σ and indirect effect on
PDFs can reduce net αS uncertainty.
Typically Total PDF+αS uncertainty was ∼ 20%, 40− 70% and
60− 70% larger than PDF uncertainty for W ,Z , tt̄ and gg → H.
Some small correlation of mc with αS but limited.
All PDF sets made available for use by community!
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Consistent with World Average
of 0.1179± 0.0009.



9. Backup Slides

Backup Slides
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9. Backup Slides

MSHT20 vs MMHT14
New data + theoretical developments + extended parameterisation
⇒ many changes in the PDFs + reduced uncertainties.
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9. Backup Slides

MSHT20 vs MMHT14
New data + theoretical developments + extended parameterisation
⇒ many changes in the PDFs + reduced uncertainties.

Broadly consistent between MSHT20 and MMHT14.
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Changes in light sea
Reduced uncertainty

Changes in d̄/ū.
Reduced uncertainty
at high x .
Increased uncertainty
at low x - driven
by parameterisation.

More information in our MSHT20 paper: arXiv:2012.04684, Eur.Phys.J.C 81 (2021) 4, 341

Light
Sea

d̄/ū



9. Backup Slides

MSHT20 vs MMHT14
New data + theoretical developments + extended parameterisation
⇒ many changes in the PDFs + reduced uncertainties.
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Significant changes in
dV due to both new
data and extended
parameterisation.

More information in our MSHT20 paper: arXiv:2012.04684, Eur.Phys.J.C 81 (2021) 4, 341



9. Backup Slides

MSHT20 vs MMHT14
New data + theoretical developments + extended parameterisation
⇒ many changes in the PDFs + reduced uncertainties.
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Evidence for non-zero
strangeness asymmetry.

Rs change driven by
data - ATLAS 7 and
8 TeV W , Z .



9. Backup Slides

BCDMSp data

BCDMSp data spans large Q2 range, even within itself it needs fall
in structure function with Q2 to be flatter ⇒ reduced αS favoured.
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Fig. from MRST paper: hep-ph/9803445.



9. Backup Slides

MSHT20 dataset αS dependence - Fixed Target/DIS
Perform fits for range 0.108 < αS(M2

Z ) < 0.130 in steps of 0.001,
and examine individual dataset αS dependence via fit quality.
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9. Backup Slides

MSHT20 dataset αS dependence - Fixed Target, Jets
Perform fits for range 0.108 < αS(M2

Z ) < 0.130 in steps of 0.001,
and examine individual dataset αS dependence via fit quality.
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9. Backup Slides

MSHT20 dataset αS dependence - Jets, W ,Z
Perform fits for range 0.108 < αS(M2

Z ) < 0.130 in steps of 0.001,
and examine individual dataset αS dependence via fit quality.
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9. Backup Slides

MSHT20 dataset αS dependence - W ,Z
Perform fits for range 0.108 < αS(M2

Z ) < 0.130 in steps of 0.001,
and examine individual dataset αS dependence via fit quality.
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Note poor χ2 profile for D0 W
asymmetry, particularly NLO.

N.B. CMS 7 TeV W + c only
NLO theory.

More information in article: TC et al, arXiv:2106.10289, Eur.Phys.J.C 81 (2021) 8, 744.



9. Backup Slides

MSHT20 PDF αS dependence - quarks
Correlations between PDFs and αS .
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9. Backup Slides

MSHT20 αS(M2
Z ) effects on global fit χ2

αS (M2
Z ) ∆χ2

global(NLO) ∆χ2
global(NNLO)

0.108 1188.6 909.6
0.109 991.0 715.0
0.110 813.6 553.1
0.111 654.8 405.4
0.112 556.5 290.0
0.113 434.4 192.6
0.114 324.5 118.2
0.115 230.2 61.8
0.116 151.7 21.8
0.117 91.3 2.6
0.1174 - 0
0.118 50.3 2.7
0.119 10.7 22.1
0.120 1.1 61.1
0.1203 0 -
0.121 3.3 119.3
0.122 27.1 197.9
0.123 56.1 296.1
0.124 110.8 414.4
0.125 177.5 553.8
0.126 257.8 715.0
0.127 351.2 902.0
0.128 469.0 1107.8
0.129 602.0 1344.6
0.130 748.6 1596.7

The quality of the global fit versus αS (M2
Z ) at NLO and NNLO relative to the best fits at αS (M2

Z ) = 0.1203, 0.1174

respectively. The number of data points in the global fit is 4363.
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9. Backup Slides

MSHT20 mc dependence
Default charm (pole) mass mc = 1.4 GeV, vary in steps of 0.05GeV
in range 1.2GeV ≤ mc ≤ 1.6GeV and examine fit qualities.
Assume all perturbative heavy flavour, i.e. no intrinsic
non-perturbative component ⇒ neither fitted nor intrinsic charm.

Overall global fit dependence (left) centred on mc ≈ 1.35GeV.
HERA heavy flavour combined charm and bottom (right) prefer
charm mass very close to our default mc = 1.4GeV.
Very low values of mc clearly disfavoured, in contrast to MMHT14.
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At fixed αS (M2
Z )

= 0.118



9. Backup Slides

MSHT20 mb dependence
Default bottom (pole) mass mb = 4.75 GeV, vary in steps of
0.25GeV in range 4.0GeV ≤ mb ≤ 5.5GeV and examine fit
qualities.

Overall global fit dependence (left) centred on mb ≈ 4.5GeV.
HERA heavy flavour combined charm and bottom (right) prefer
bottom mass very close to our default mb = 4.75GeV.
Very low values of mb clearly disfavoured, in contrast to MMHT14.
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At fixed αS (M2
Z )

= 0.118
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MSHT20 mc dependence
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More information in article: TC et al, arXiv:2106.10289, Eur.Phys.J.C 81 (2021) 8, 744.
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MSHT20 PDF mc dependence
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More information in article: TC et al, arXiv:2106.10289, Eur.Phys.J.C 81 (2021) 8, 744.
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MSHT20 PDF mb dependence
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More information in article: TC et al, arXiv:2106.10289, Eur.Phys.J.C 81 (2021) 8, 744.
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MSHT20 PDFs in 3- and 4- Flavour Number Schemes
In MSHT20 we use GM-VFNS with maximum of 5 active flavours.
Could instead keep info. about heavy quark in coefficient functions
only, i.e. only generate heavy quarks in final state ⇒ FFNS.
Can determine 3- and 4- flavour scheme PDFs from our default
GM-VFNS but with evolution of b (4-)/ b and c (3-) turned off.
Turn off also contribution of heavy quark to running coupling as
relevant ⇒ coupling runs more quickly above mc,b.

Fewer active quarks ⇒ less gluon branching to quarks.
Also slower evolution so less quarks at small x and more at high x .
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Ratios of 3- (left) or
4- (right) flavour
number scheme PDFs
to default PDFs with
5 active flavours

More information in article: TC et al, arXiv:2106.10289, Eur.Phys.J.C 81 (2021) 8, 744.
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